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U.S. Army Lieutenant General (Ret.) William Jerry

Boykin claims that individuals with connections to the

Muslim Brotherhood hold security clearances in both

the Pentagon and the Department of Defense.

Boykin says (http://www.thomasmore.org/news/three-star-general-muslim-brotherhood-

has-infiltrated-department-defense) Republicans should have listened to Rep. Michele

Bachmann (R-Minn), who was correct to be concerned over possible Muslim Brotherhood

ties of Huma Abedin, Sec. of State Hillary Clinton's Deputy Chief of Staff. Boykin says

politicians on both sides of the aisle are scared to pursue the truth on this, for fear of being

branded "intolerant," and the result of their inaction is continued infiltration by the radical

Islamic organization.

He claims that people with ties to the Muslim Brotherhood hold important positions "in

every major federal agency."

Boykin was one of the original members of the Army's Delta Force, served in clandestine

operations for the CIA, and was formerly a Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for

Intelligence.
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A  LIKE REPLY 3 minutes ago F

 Where's is Stanley McChrystal?...kudos to Gen. William Jerry Boykin for the disclosure ..now lets see if Tommy

Franks steps up to plate also

i still hate the fact that mcchrystal got social engineered by that embeded rolling stone reporter ...course that

dude thinks he did a good thing ...if i was him i'd be careful real careful step'n off the curb...old lady can't see

real good out of these glasses ...uh the sun was in my eyes ...he just stepped out ...nuthin i could do

FLETCHERCHRISTIANSMOTHER

A  LIKE REPLY 53 minutes ago F

I keep forgetting that there are still "men" in our country. Well said, General. 

We're trying not to repeat the Japanese Interment of the 40's. Fine. But promoting Nidal Hasan to Major and

handing him a weapon is lunacy! And I'm not at all comfortable with Mrs. Anthony "Huma" Wiener within earshot

of the top circles either. Sorry.

DID_HE_JUST_SAY_THAT

A  LIKE REPLY 1 hour ago 1 Like F

Well, the clearest evidence of that is allowing Imam Siraj Wahaj who is the unindicted co-conspirator of the 1993

WTC bombing to pray at a national convention, while turning down other Christian, Jewish, Hindu, Sikh

alternatives. It really does show something.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...

JACOB B. GOOD

A  LIKE REPLY 53 minutes ago in reply to Jacob B. Good F

Scandalous. 

DID_HE_JUST_SAY_THAT

A  LIKE REPLY 1 hour ago F

all the czars

BELLESTARRE

A  LIKE REPLY 2 hours ago 2 Likes F

  "Or is the purpose to kill 174,000 (with 174,000 rounds of hollow points)of the nation’s military and replace

them with Department of Homeland Security (DHS) special security forces,

forces loyal to the Administration, not to the Constitution?

We have local police, backed up by each state’s National Guard, backed

up by the Department of Defense. So in addition to all these forces why

does DHS need its own private army? Why do the SSA, NOAA and other

government agencies need to create their own civilian security forces

armed with hollow nose bullets?"

http://dailycaller.com/2012/08...

_____

The above article explains/asks questions as to how Obama and Radical Muslims could be planning on taking

over our country by killing our soldiers with all those SS/NASA and other bullet purchases and replacing them

with a standing federal agency standing army.   I would add that Obama lowered standards to get into the

military and even gays are in now. Will they fight for Obama or for the Constitution?  Gays are like Jew voters -

voting for a party that accepts radical Islam bent on destroying gays and Jews as well as the USA constitution.

SAM300

Sorry, son. You're over the edge. It's not that bad.

DID_HE_JUST_SAY_THAT

SEND A TIP
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A  LIKE REPLY 48 minutes ago in reply to sam300 F

Glass of hot chocolate, a funny movie -- recharge your batteries before you travel down that dead end

for years to come and turn back way too late.

A  LIKE REPLY 2 hours ago 1 Like F

REMOVE THE ENEMY INFILTRATOR FROM AMERICAN OFFICE

and shi#can his policy!

VOTE AMERICA VOTE ROMNEY

COOLMOSS

A  LIKE REPLY 2 hours ago 2 Likes F

We need to clean house people.  The current administration has got to be voted out and a new more secure

government put in it's place.  Get out the vote on November 6 and kick Obama out of office.

GRAYAREA

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago 5 Likes F

Evil prevails when good people fail to do nothing.

Fear is not a reasonable excuse for not doing the right thing.     We need our representatives to protect us at all

costs.

JACKSTRAW101

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago F

i see this RACIAL PROFILING of Huma Abedin will not cease. I am against the muslim brotherhood,but can we

stop this idea that the MB has sleeper terrorists in the USA. The real problem as we've witnessed this summer

is WHITE TERRORISM. they are the ones bringing REAL domestic terrorism . I guess the dozens of victims

and property damage by james egan holmes to jeffrey johnson is irrelevant. I remember you conservatives

being real concerned about domestic terrorism when it came to the FRC doorstep or was that an act?

HOMELAND SECURITY SAID IT EARLIER THE MAIN THREAT TO THE COUNTRY IS THE LONE  WOLF .  

MIC187

A  LIKE REPLY 1 hour ago in reply to mic187 6 Likes F

huma and her mother ran a girls school for the muslim brotherhood for 12 years. the ft. hood killer was

not a white man. the two men you mentioned were crazy, not terrorist. the idea that we have been

infiltrated by muslims comes from people in the know like the good general. also, the gravest threat to

America, is not the muslims or the commies, but gullible, ignorant, "useful idiots" who make judgements

without facts.

PHILLYCORNERBOY

A  LIKE REPLY 2 hours ago in reply to mic187 3 Likes F

HUMA is a lone she-wolf.... working for the Brotherhood.... why else would go deep cover an marry a

Jewish man to make  herself look like a MODERATE muslim??? Weiner is a dirty DOG , A BAD GUY

and UGLY to the ...huh... huh... inner skeleton.... Oh you know what I mean.

G W

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to mic187 1 Like F

You are a racist.

JACKSTRAW101

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago F

Ya' think?

HTOS1

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago 7 Likes F

Do you think anyone will follow this up? When Congresswoan Bachman questioned Hillarys' muslim aide she

was thoroughly insulted by the likes of Mccain and the worthless John Boehner. Somehow the terrorist knew the

location of the ambassadors safe house?

BUNGALENA
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A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to bungalena 7 Likes F

 She was right.  The rest that criticized her were pathetic.  Liberals had a field day with it.

LADYXX

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago F

yeah he is a wannabe that is to late too little, i respect his service but he is a quitter,he has some good words

but that is as far he goes.he met and accepted his price on the good life he has and natch he doesnt want to

lose or jepordise that in any way. now there's a sense of entitlement for ya!

HARVEY MELTON

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago 7 Likes F

The general is 100% correct. Why do you think the Scammer and Cheat has gone to such great extremes and

expenses to keep his ENTIRE past secret?

CONQUEST1

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago 3 Likes F

I know what it takes to get a high level clearance with the DOD and I would like to know how the NSA and other

clearance agency let these people to be cleared.

AZFRED

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to azfred F

By order of. Unfortunately these people chose job security over national security. So Sam A it is.

“Contemplate the mangled bodies of your countrymen, and then say 'what should be the reward of

such sacrifices?'

 

Bid us and our posterity bow the knee, supplicate the friendship and plough, and sow, and reap, to glut

the avarice of the men who have let loose on us the dogs of war to riot in our blood and hunt us from

the face of the earth?

 

If ye love wealth better than liberty, the tranquility of servitude than the animated contest of freedom, go

from us in peace. We ask not your counsels or arms.

Crouch down and lick the hands which feed you. May your chains sit lightly upon you, and may

posterity forget that you were our countrymen!” Samuel Adams

NEVERLICKTHEHAND

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to azfred 4 Likes F

If you have a head of the DOD like Eric Holder DOJ then anything can  happen.

BJC

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago 7 Likes F

They have indeed.Beginning with the  temporary commander in chief

DANIELSHAYS

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago 5 Likes F

"for fear of being branded "intolerant,"  "  Intolerant? The American people should be indignant! When sworn

enemies of our country are given sensitive positions in our government , we have every right to be indignant.

We should be expressing our indignant intolerance to all of those who are giving aid and comfort to our

enemies. To the Congress, to the Senate, to Cabinet officers, and most of all to the president of the United

States at the polls on November 6. Treason stinks and so do these traitors. 

BILL1942

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to bill1942 1 Like F

 They have their heads in the sand.  Don't see the evil undertones happening with the brotherhood. 

LADYXX

There have been a lot of people trying to warn people and taking a lot of abuse for a very long time. So I guess

VETGAL1970
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A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago 11 Likes F

my question for Lieutinent General Boykin would be this : Given that you swore the oath to defend and protect

the US Constitution and that you retired in 2007, why did you wait until what appears to be the eleventh hour to

disclose this information? Why did you leave people like Michelle Bachmann to swing in the wind?

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago in reply to vetgal1970 1 Like F

Because he knows it coming, he was hoping that maybe both sides would pursue the problem. They

need to know that it's to late and that the Brotherhood will take them out soon. Now that they've had the

time to watch the members day to day movements. They've  had the time ........ 

1947

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago in reply to vetgal1970 6 Likes F

 Boykin may be retired, but he still likely has maintained his respect & service to the office of the CiC,

ie, the prez. It ain't easy to turn against your leader, which in effect, he has done with this info. Just

sayin... :)

And thanks to Lt Gen Boykin and all military for their service. Love the troops, support the troops.

JETTIEG

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to JettieG 4 Likes F

I don't know too many veterans that left the service and forgot the oath we took. Of course it

would be uncomfortable to go against the CiC, but there's a reason why the

Constitution comes before the president in that oath. If he's known it for as long as other much

lower ranking servicemembers have known it, and he stood by as we were absolutely

shredded for saying it, then I don't think it is disrespectful to be disappointed that he waited so

long to corroborate what we were saying.

 

As an 18 year old girl I was appalled by what I saw in the Middle East, and was quite alarmed

to come home and find it taking root 50 miles up the road from my hometown. It just would

have been nice if somewhere along the way someone would have had the backs of the people

who were talking about this.

 

VETGAL1970

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago 15 Likes F

Boykin has spent his life successfully detecting threats and protecting this country.  One doesn't just wake up

one day and find himself in the Delta Force community.  If he says it, he means it, and the threat exists.  Barack

Obama has sold this country to its enemies.

REALITYANVIL

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago in reply to Realityanvil 11 Likes F

Not just Obama - you have Hillary, her unvetted aide Huma, Pelosi who did not vet Obama, the MSM

who did not vet Obama and have failed in their job as watchdogs, .............  this is bigger than just one

man.

LOUISIANA_MOM

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago 11 Likes F

You mean someone in our government (military at that) has finally pulled their head out of their azz and realized

the truth.  We have an Islamic extremist in the White House, too.  Seems to me that Hillary, Harry, Diane

Sawyer, Georgie Stuffanappleupus, David Gregory and the rest of the mainstream media propaganda peddlers

have all been converted.  None of them have the hangie downies to speak truth to the American people.  Thank

God for conservative internet and radio...that's the only place we hear the other side of the news.

2BFREE2B

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago 22 Likes F

Didn't Michelle Bachmann try to bring this to the attention of the American people months ago, only to be

shouted down by the likes of McCain and other Socialists posing as American Congressmen and Senators?

KOROPOKKUR
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A  LIKE REPLY 2 hours ago in reply to koropokkur 3 Likes F

Thank you for having the intellectual honesty to not take the usual tack of giving McCain a pass due to

his war record which was mostly distinguished as a prisoner of war. Pity has gotten this ill qualified

person his status as senator. And pity has allowed him to keep his position when the truth of his

wretched ineptitude should've canceled any of his privileges long ago. Sure he was a POW. Sure he

was tortured, but I'm not willing to let this country be destroyed by the corrupt, inept RINOs and liberals

out of pity. This man was broken when the Vietnamese released him, and as he has aged he has

become more pathetically timid. He is now so timid so as to lack even the basic courage it takes to

disagree with our enemies. I doubt it would take more than a threatening look and a raised voice

to make him cower in a corner while obama and the muslim brotherhood run boldly over

our freedoms. So, thanks for being honest instead of the usual pity that accompanies any discussion

about McCain. 

SHEP5557

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago in reply to koropokkur 1 Like F

McCain is an out of touch old guy. Should be having lunch with Jimmy Carter (and probably is).

BLUEANGEL69

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago 9 Likes F

THE MOSLEM BROTHERHOOD HAS A MOLE IN THE WHITE HOUSE!

MY GUESS

SCHMUCK HU$$EIN OBAMA

RAFFY1956

A  LIKE REPLY 2 hours ago in reply to raffy1956 1 Like F

Somehow the word 'mole' sounds so  innocently  small .... I think the words POISONOUS GROUND

SNAKE covers the traitor better....

G W

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago in reply to raffy1956 9 Likes F

Valerie Jarrett

PABGIRL

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to pabgirl F

Don't listen to Jettie - she is paranoid.  But just to be safe let me know what your IP address

is......

MARK URBO

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago in reply to pabgirl 2 Likes F

 Careful, she's probably tapping your phone now. ;)

JETTIEG

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago in reply to pabgirl 2 Likes F

Is it possible that Jerome Corsi is wrong and that Vernon Jarrett is Odumbo's sperm donor?

MIKE

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago 14 Likes F

Thank you sir for speaking up when others are afraid and foolish not to do so themselves.

ICANSEECLEARLYNOW

Like we didn't know that was coming.  Glad it's out in the open.

This is going to be one messy election, and not just for the presidency.

Obama and his fellow elected officials will be tenacious in trying to hold on to power.m

If Obama gets in for a second term, he will make sure he stays in.

If America goes down, so will the world.  One world order will equal

one world chaos.  America had reached a point in its history to elect the

ORBITER
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A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago 7 Likes F

first black president.  Too bad it was the wrong black person.

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago in reply to Orbiter 2 Likes F

He's not actually black.  It depends on which group he's schmoozing.

2BFREE2B

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago 16 Likes F

This man knows a lot about what is going on in this country and around the world. One does not hear much

about Delta Force. Delta Force is a deep cover operation and less is know about their operations then we know

about the SEALs. Both groups are made up of dedicated,  determined, and well trained  individuals. I am sure

these men know that they, and those who did not return from missions, are much more than a "bump in the

road"!

GARRYOWEN

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to GarryOwen F

DELTA Force... help us please....

G W

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago 17 Likes F

This is part of operation "Swiss Cheese ", load the ship up with rats, then let them eat big fat gaping holes in

our security infrastructure. 

The sad part is the biggest rat of them all is Obama himself. 

MAXIMUS

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago 11 Likes F

All members of congress should have to read "THE POTUS PAPERS" by Trevor Scott.  While it is a fiction

mystery thriller,  the muslims ARE in our government and this book shows how far up they could manage to

go!!  If you have a kindle, you can get it at amazon for 99 cents.   Don't remember how much paperbacks/hard

covers cost, but you may be able to get it at (ebays) half.com for next to nothing.

I started this book and couldn't put it down until I finished it.  Scary to know the scumbag muslims really are in

our government.

Rick Santorum is an expert on muslims and has been trying to fight them for years.  But what do you do when

you have a REAL POS muslim in the W.H.?

ALLENE177

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago 13 Likes F

WE THE PEOPLE must be ready to back up our military! We can't sit back and leave it all up to them!

Remember a large portion of our forces is overseas right now!! Time for the good old boys brigade to stand

ready!!

JOE MCCULLOUGH

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to Joe McCullough 1 Like F

blood in the streets

HARVEY MELTON

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to harvey melton F

...... Will feed the LIBERTY TREE!!

G W

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago in reply to Joe McCullough 6 Likes F

 And, remember, they are not permitted to use live ammo.

Like sending sheep to the slaughter.  I pray they are all safely

home soon.

ORBITER
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A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago 15 Likes F

This guy Boykin must really be concerned.  Retired generals will speak their minds in private to trusted

colleagues and friends, but to go out on a limb and say it in public is unusual.  If Romney manages to get

elected I'd hope he'd want that list of names from the general.

IOWABILL

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago in reply to iowabill 1 Like F

http://www.answeringmuslims.co...

PABGIRL

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago 22 Likes F

"infiltrated"  this gives the impression that they dug their way in under the fence in the middle of the night.. my

bet is they were invited and entered through the front door in broad daylight..

AFREEGREEK

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to afreegreek 2 Likes F

that they were my friend they were all supported and elected by the actions of the mainscream media

HARVEY MELTON

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago 27 Likes F

Not infiltrated.  Appointed.  Intentionally.  

NIGGARDLYONE

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago 19 Likes F

Vote.  Get everyone you know to vote.  Get your facebook, twitter, and other social media friends to vote.  THAT

IS THE ONLY WAY TO EFFECT THE CHANGE WE NEED!!!!  Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan need our support.

 Above all comments made on every conservative website I visit this message is the most important.  

CHEMICALX

A  LIKE REPLY 7 hours ago 22 Likes F

All you have to do is go to the top dog to see what is going on. This man wants to destroy America and what

better way than from the inside out!!!

OBOZO

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to Obozo 2 Likes F

BINGO!! You get the prize tonight for the shortest MOST correct post!!

Here is your prize..... :  )

A SMILE JUST FOR YOU!

G W

A  LIKE REPLY 7 hours ago 17 Likes F

War is coming. Be ready.

WHYNOTTT

A  LIKE REPLY 8 hours ago 34 Likes F

Call me intolerant, but having the Muslim Brotherhood in our government is the same as having North Korean

spies in our government.  How can anyone trust anything a muslim has to say except when he's threatening

you?

PALIDIN911

killing in the name of GOD is pure blasphemy. the radical muslims think theu r doing god a favor by

killing in his name, and they r so thin skinned for a reason, it is because the love of killing has taken

them overthey would kill thier own mothers if they were offended by her, they are like drug addicts on a

mission to the ultimate high, and ten thousand virgins?? no thanks i dont have time to train all that

HARVEY MELTON
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A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to palidin911 F

inexperience,i prefer experience in how to keep her man happy and imagine all the cat fights and the

arguements pur hell loland besides if thats all they have to offer then forget it what about everything

else?but really there is nothing good enough to fall for such a false religion as what these robots r

into.they are like a cancer or somekind of cockroach infestation.

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago in reply to palidin911 10 Likes F

 ovomit lies like a koranimal

he favors their cave man culture

he hates Jews like a koranimal

he is NOT a Christian

he's a muslim

SABLEGSD

A  LIKE REPLY 8 hours ago 28 Likes F

We are in an abusive relationship with our government.  Everytime I feel this sense of helplessness, I click the

link in a Romney email and send more money.  Then I feel a little better.

SKEPTIC7

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to Skeptic7 2 Likes F

We did that too!!

G W

A  LIKE REPLY 9 hours ago 9 Likes F

Jeez, how would one ferret out the MB from the ranks of a corrupt government?

I'd say hire the NRA to do it.

ANOTHERDAY

A  LIKE REPLY 9 hours ago 19 Likes F

Anyone that hasn't been seen at a Tea Party rally can apparently get a classified security clearance.

It would surprise the crap out of me if every single agency hasn't been compromised to some degree.

I think even Beyonce and JayZ have such clearances.

Politicians should either get over being seen as intolerant or they ought to get used to being seen as a traitor.

ANOTHERDAY

A  LIKE REPLY 10 hours ago 26 Likes F

Well that's kind of a no brainer when a lot of President Obama's appointees couldn't pass a security clearance

let alone himself. The enemies of the united states aren't hard to find and they are open about it. The problem

with our ridiculous society is that anti American groups and ideologies have become socially accepted in our

perverted society as though being communist is a good thing and wearing Che t-shirt is cute instead of the

realities that Communism was the most destructive force in the 20th century and Che is a mass murder. Our

culture is so morally bankrupt and oblivious to the realities of the world the only thing that will change that is true

hardship and death in their face not on TV by the 1% warrior class we have.

USMC0311

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to USMC0311 2 Likes F

right on i saw a vid recently a on the street interview of people they were asked all about the

upcomming election and i swear all these people had to be on crack, they didnt know who the

canadates were, they thought palin was running, john macain,they were twisted and very confused just

the kind of people obama loves because he can lie to them and they believe every word.unreal.

HARVEY MELTON

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago in reply to USMC0311 7 Likes F

Even Castro became afraid of Che and wanted him gone and off to Bolivia where he butchered more

and got himself butchered.

FARFLUNG

ARCADIA P
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A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago in reply to USMC0311 6 Likes F

 Your completely correct what would you expect when they have infiltrated into colleges, and high

schools through out the country?  Americans will turn this around just don't pay any attention to the

main stream media, college educators,  newspapers,  magazines, most congressmen/women,  the

president, vice-president, Homeland Security, Dept. of Justice, or any government agency for that

matter.  Have I missed anyone?

A  LIKE REPLY 10 hours ago 2 Likes F

yea Jerry except you and Bachman need a little something called proof and evidence. Both of which you have

not presented or established. Which means you are just talking out of your ass.

DARREN EDWARDS

A  LIKE REPLY 3 hours ago in reply to Darren Edwards F

Huma Abedin's religion and her brown skin is all the proof these people need. Meanwhile they totally

gloss over white terrorism ,which was the real problem beginning this summer and all of it was in sync

with the 1 yr anniversary of their international terrorist brother anders brevik.

MIC187

A  LIKE REPLY 4 hours ago in reply to Darren Edwards 5 Likes F

Proof and evidence is what Michele Bachmann was calling for. It's called an Investigation

REDAG

A  LIKE REPLY 2 hours ago in reply to Redag F

ms bachmann never called for an investigation into white terrorism ,which was all over this

summer. you'd think someone on the intelligence commitee would start with real violence

instead of speculative violence.

MIC187

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago in reply to Darren Edwards F

Look up "THE PROJECT"  read it and then tell me what you think asshole

PABGIRL

A  LIKE REPLY 5 hours ago in reply to Darren Edwards 7 Likes F

 Hey Darren check out www.muslimbrotherhoodinamerica... and learn something you fool.

ARCADIA P

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago in reply to Darren Edwards 15 Likes F

For someone who calls the Ft. Hood shootings "workplace violence", when a muslim, Al Qaeda

supporter, shouting Allah Akbar, kills 13 and wounds 29 Americans, only proves that evidence means

nothing to the left.

FOODFORTHOUGHT

A  LIKE REPLY 6 hours ago in reply to Darren Edwards 6 Likes F

Where as you are taking it up yours, but don't expect the rest of us to bend over and join the party. 

Please don't hang yourself on Nov 7th, we need more stupid people on the side of the dims!

MAXIMUS

Three Star General: Muslim Brotherhood Has Infiltrated Our Government http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2012/09/26/Three-Star-General-Re...
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